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Product Description – Style Sample - Fashion Genre  

 

Style 1: DP001 – Delhi Shoot 

  

Combining a royal fabric into an extraordinary 

embroidery, is this Purple Anarkali in silk. The 

beautiful Anarkali suit is bound to have all eyes 

on you when you enter the room. The 

fascinating and detailed embroidery on the 
fabric is beyond beautiful and handcrafted by 

skilled personnel. The stunning floral design is 
gorgeous and makes the piece one of a kind. 

The subtle yet enchanting color of the suit is 
indeed purely amazement and will make a 

perfect look for any party, function, or occasion 
you are headed to. The compiled dupatta in 

silk adds to the charm with a subtle color 
combination and the border embroidery. The 

floor length Anarkali with full sleeves and high 
neck stitch, makes the piece overall elegant 

and royal. The round border below is what 

completes the look and binds it together. Get 

your hands-on Purple Silk Anarkali, and get to 

glow. 
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Style 2 - DP002 – Delhi Shoot 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Desctiption: The royal anarkali purple silk 
suit with grey dupatta with multi border has a 
class of elegance and beauty. The Indo western 
kurti's fabric is cotton silk which is 
comfortable to wear. The pattern and fall of 
kurti is specially crafted to give unique balance 
of style and comfort. The detailed work in kurti 
gives a royal touch which can be worn with 
heels or wedges with matching hand bag. The 
outfit is perfect for evening parties or get 
together. A women wardrobe can never be 
complete without anarkali ethinic kurti. So get 
ready to flaunt this festive season. 
 
Occasion : Casual and festive 
Sleeves : full 
Garment Care: Machine Wash Recommended 
with Cold Water, Do Not Bleach, Hang or Line 
Dry    Product image is just for a customer 
refrence. Product color may differ from image , 
as image color is based on brightness of your 
device. 
 



Style 3 – DP003 – Delhi Shoot 

 

This intricately woven blue and red Anarkali 

suit has an A-line cut and a flared hem that 
compliments all frames and body shapes.Made 

using the finest mulberry silk that is delicate 

on the skin, this elegantdress is sure to be your 

favourite pick across all seasons. The high 
Chinese collar and long sleeves lend 

charmingly to the grandeur of the suit, making 

for perfect formal wear. Slip into this dress 
effortlessly using the generous button-up side 

zip that gives you sufficient room for a 
comfortable fit. 

The dupatta is a contrasting, rich red that 

borrows its print from the traditional and 

evergreen kanjeevaram designs. Embellished 

with golden tassels and intricately adorned 
booties, the dupatta is light-weighted yet 

grand. The churidar is created using a mix of 

cotton and lycra to provide for seamless 
movement and absolute comfort.  

Accessorize this gorgeous dress with a set of 
high heels and long earrings with golden hues 
for the perfect festive look.  

 


